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The contemporary store design concept creates a sophisticated ‘wow’ setting right from the unique architecture of the store front
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Perfect Number 
for Slumber
The Sleep Number flagship store in Illinois, redefines the way customers can create their 
own individualized sleep solutions. The interactive shopping environment in a contemporary 
soothing setting transforms a rational shopping activity into an experientially emotional 
one. Designed by JGA, the store design exudes a residential feel where neutral tones and 
soft design elements create a perfect mood for the perfect snooze.

Select Comfort Corporation recently 
unveiled its premier flagship store 
called sleep Number at oakbrook, 

Illinois where a unique and individualized 
shopping experience is delivered with 
an innovative combination of advanced 
technology and stunning presentation.  the 
store was targeted at the discerning shopper 
with higher income and who valued healthier 
lifestyle with the objective of delivering 
individualized solutions created by them 
by interacting with the store. the sleep 
Number store’s unconventional design and 
presentation strategy sets new standards that 
help transcend the common expectation of 
‘one-size-fits-all’ solutions offered by other 
retailers and brands. this is achieved with 
innovation and technology in the specialized 
products, their features and the visual 
communication that integrates them in the 
store environment.

the contemporary store design concept 
creates a sophisticated ‘wow’ setting right 
from the unique architecture of the store 
front rendered into the store interiors. “as an 
enticement to the drive-by or walk-by visitor, 
the exterior creates a welcoming and elevated 
look and feel, providing the shop an anchor 

position, exposing the graphics, as well as the 
luminous character of the space,” explains 
Ken Nisch, Chairman, Jga. a contemporary 
and calm residential setting is created with a 
palette of earthy and pastel colors rendered 
onto contemporary forms and finishes.  

the store layout and presentation is planned 
to create settings for its product categories 
and solutions like sleep Number Beds, 
specialty Mattresses and Bedding accessories. 
these departments are visually segregated 
with different settings and suggestive header 
messages like ‘Create your perfect pillow’, 
‘experience Pillow Fit’, ‘Choose your Bedding 
solutions’ etc. in interactive consultative 
selling bays. a unique customer experience in 
the Bedding solutions department is a personal 
mapping system called the IndividualFit 3-D 
imaging which measures 1,000 pressure 
points between the customer and the bed’s 
surface and helps recommend a solution, an 
individualized ‘sleep Number’. this unique 
‘sleep Number’ is used to eliminate the mapped 
pressure points and offer a prefect bed and 
mattress combination. this is communicated 
using high end imagining digital technology 
that projects the customer’s body image and 
illustrating the relieved pressure points and a 
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A unique personal mapping system called 
the IndividualFit 3-D imaging helps which 
recommend an individualized ‘Sleep Number’

The store layout and presentation is planned to create 
settings for its product categories and solutions

Comfortable  upholstered Lounge seating are provided 
for taking a break or a break-away discussion
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solution that addresses this. Various interactive tools like iPads, touch screens and Flip Charts, 
strategically placed conveniently in the store in each department, assist the customer in choosing 
their individualised solutions.

the Inner Circle lounge is a special service zone in the store where customers interact with store 
staff for addressing specific service needs. lounge seating with lush comfortable upholstered 
chairs are also provided for taking a break or having a break-away discussion .Projection screens 
and privacy elements, such as central fabric scrim panels add softness and scale, while floating 
walls and curved back panels create more of a sense of place and intimacy. the lighting concept 
is a combination of indirect cove washes that create a soft glow and enhance the calming effect 
of the space and accent spots that help draw attention to special features. 

the sleep Number store environment is thus a great setting for distinctly differentiated store 
experience offered through interactive product display and communication to help deliver 
unique individualized solutions. this has helped them create a premium niche for the brand and 
a definite leadership position amidst competition l
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The Sleep Number store’s unconventional design and presentation strategy is achieved with innovative 
technology, products presentation and the visual communication that is integrated into the store 
environment

The Inner Circle Lounge is a special service zone in the store where 
customers interact with store staff for addressing specific service needs
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